Highlightr Ranks RSS Items Based On Their Social Buzz In Google Reader [Chrome]

For anyone who uses Google Reader as their primary RSS reader, finding new items in the
aggregator is nothing new. The number of items, however, would depend on the number of
feeds that you’ve subscribed, and if that is a lot, daily unread items might touch staggering
numbers. As Google Reader, by default, does not offer an extensive set of filtering options, it
might be hard to locate what really interests you. This is where Highlightr comes in useful. This
is a simple Chrome extension that basically highlights popular feed items using rank
calculations based on the popularity of the article across multiple social networks, like Twitter,
Facebook, Google+ etc, and adds a rank at the end of each post title. The higher the rank, the
more popular the article is. Details past the jump.

Once you’ve installed the extension, Highlightr will add rank values next to the title of each post,
letting you quickly locate the content that gained maximum buzz across social media. To
facilitate finding popular articles, the extension fades out those that haven’t been ranked, or
lightens the coloring on those with a lower rank.
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Highlightr might be useful for finding more popular stuff from among your RSS subscriptions,
but not always, as the extension depends on an article’s online popularity, and thus, might not
always be able to rank all items (there are obscure feeds, too). Grab the extension from the
Chrome webstore link below, give it a try and let us know what you think.

Install Highlightr For Google Chrome

Liked this extension? You might also want to take a look at the other Chrome extensions we’ve
reviewed
so far.
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